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1.0

TOWNSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

1.1

Statement of Expertise
Tom Phillips + Associates prepared this assessment on behalf of Charjon Investments Limited.
The primary author is Seamus Donohoe, a qualified landscape architect and former Senior
Planner with Tom Phillips + Associates. (BSc Landscape Architecture, MRUP, MRTPI, MIPI,
MILI.)
It has been reviewed by Tom Phillips, an Urban Designer and Chartered Town Planner with 32
years of experience. Tom Phillips is also Adjunct Associate Professor of Architecture, Planning
and Environmental Policy, University College Dublin. (BA (Hons.), MRUP, MA (Urb. Des.),
MRTPI, FIPI.)

1.2

Introduction: Identification and determination of effects on character and amenity
The purpose of this Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment (TVIA) is to identify and
determine the potential effects on the urban character and visual amenity as a result of works
associated with the redevelopment of The Goat Bar & Grill, 14 Lower Kilmacud Road, Dublin
14, D14 PY56 to provide a mixed-use development consisting of the:
1. Demolition of an existing commercial block on the site known as The Goat Centre and the
removal of a number of extensions that have been added to the existing Goat Public
House (total demolition c. 1,214 sq m);
2. Construction of a mixed use scheme comprising: 299 No. apartments (89 No. onebedroom apartments; 202 No. two-bedroom apartments; and 8 No. three-bedroom
apartments) arranged in 4 No. five to eight-storey blocks (identified as Buildings 1-4 on
the architects’ drawings) with a residential gross floor area of c. 29,122 sq m (including
residential amenity space of c. 251 sq m) over a basement and undercroft area (c. 13,569
sq m); a 22 No. bedroom hotel (c. 1,124 sq m); 6 No. retail units (c. 678.3 sq m); the
change of use of the 2 No. existing cottages at Nos. 240 and 242 Lower Kilmacud Road (c.
105 sq m) to a childcare facility and construction of an extension to the rear (c. 277 sq
m);
3. Construction of an extension of c. 601.6 sq m to the existing public house (c. 573.7 sq m),
on an overall site of c. 1.87 ha. The total gross floor area of the proposal is c. 46,094.4 sq
m.
The development will also consist of the provision of: private open spaces (including balconies
/ terraces on all elevations), communal and public open space areas (including a civic space, a
communal courtyard and play areas); residents’ storage facilities; waste storage facilities;
vehicular and pedestrian access / egress and associated circulation routes; a cycle lane from
Lower Kilmacud Road to Taney Road; a loading bay at Taney Road; a drop-off zone at Lower
Kilmacud Road; undercroft and basement car parking (475 No. spaces); resident, visitor and
commercial cycle parking (610 No. spaces); an ESB substation and switchroom; lighting;
signage; all hard and soft landscaping; boundary treatments, and all other associated site
excavation, infrastructural and site development works above and below ground.
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This Report describes the methods used to assess: the existing baseline conditions of the site
and surrounding area; predicted effects on townscape character; predicted visual effects; the
mitigation measures required to prevent, reduce or offset any significant negative effects; and
the likely residual effects after these measures have been adopted.
This Report and its associated figures should be read in conjunction with the Architects Design
Appraisal, dated February 2021 and prepared by Reddy Architecture + Urbanism that
accompanies the Application.
Furthermore, the imagery upon which the assessment of this Report is based is found in The
Goat Site Photomontages document, dated 25 February 2021 and prepared by Redline Studios
that accompanies the Application.
1.2

Assessment Methodology

1.2.1

General Approach
The approach and methodology for the TVIA is derived from the Guidelines for Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition (The Landscape Institute and Institute of
Environmental Management & Assessment, 2013) (GLVIA).
‘Townscape’ is defined as the landscape within a built-up area.
The townscape has been appraised to allow it to be described and classified into townscape
areas that in turn enable the classification of townscape quality. The capacity of the
townscape to accept change of the type proposed is assessed by determining the sensitivity
of each area.
Assessment of the townscape has been undertaken through analysis of:
•

Up-to-date digital copies of Ordnance Survey maps;

•

Aerial photography;

•

Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development Plan 2016 – 2022;

•

Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012 (extended until 2022);

•

Study of the subject site and its environs in relation to its local townscape significance;

•

Assessing the effects of the proposed development through analysis of baseline
photography and photomontages;

•

Assessment of the proposed development through analysis of detailed drawings; and

•

The Architects Design Appraisal by Reddy Architecture + Urbanism (dated February
2021, included as part of this Application).
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1.2.2

Identifying Effects
Assessing the significance of an effect is a key component of the TVIA and is an evidenced
based process combining professional judgment on the nature of a townscape or visual
receptor's sensitivity, their susceptibility to change and the value attached to the receptor. It
is important to note that judgment in this TVIA is impartial and based on professional
experience and opinion informed by best practice guidance.

1.2.3

Assessment Criteria
The objective of the assessment process is to identify and evaluate the predicted significant
effects arising from the proposal. Significance is a function of the:
•

Sensitivity of the affected receptors; and the

•

Scale or Magnitude of Impact that they will experience.

These definitions recognise that areas vary in their capacity to accommodate different forms
of development according to the nature of the receiving townscape and the type of change
being proposed.
Significance is not graded in bands, and a degree of informed judgement is required. Even with
the application of pre-defined criteria, interpretation may differ between individuals, but this
allows the process of reaching these conclusions to be transparent.
1.2.4

Townscape Impact Assessment
The TVIA firstly assesses how the proposed development would impact directly on any
features and resources. This category of effect relates to specific elements and features (e.g.
woods, trees, walls, hedgerows, watercourses) within the site boundary that are components
of the existing townscape that may be physically affected by the proposed development.
Physical effects are restricted to the area within the site boundary, and are the direct effects
on the fabric of the site.
The TVIA then considers impacts on townscape character at two levels. Firstly, consideration
is given to how the townscape character is affected by the removal or alteration of existing
features and the introduction of new features. This is considered to be a direct impact on
townscape character.
Secondly, the indirect impacts of the proposal on the wider townscape are considered. It is
acknowledged there is an overlap between perception of change to townscape character and
visual amenity, but it should be remembered that townscape character in its own right is
generally derived from the combination and pattern of elements within the view.
The significance of effects on features and townscape character is determined by crossreferencing the sensitivity of the feature or townscape character with the magnitude of
impact.
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Consideration of the sensitivity of the resource against the magnitude of impact caused by the
proposal is fundamental to townscape and visual assessment and these two criteria are
defined in more detail below.
1.2.5

Townscape Sensitivity
The determination of the sensitivity of the townscape resource is based upon an evaluation
of each key element or characteristic of the townscape likely to be affected. The evaluation
reflects such factors as its quality, value, contribution to urban character and the degree to
which the particular element or characteristic can be replaced or substituted.
For the purpose of this assessment, townscape quality is categorised as:
Very High:

Areas of especially high quality acknowledged through designation.
These are of townscape significance within the wider region or
nationally;

High Quality:

Areas that have a very strong positive character with valued and
consistent distinctive features that gives the townscape unity,
richness and harmony. These are of significance within the district;

Medium Quality:

Areas that exhibit positive character but which may have evidence of
alteration/degradation or erosion of features resulting in a less
distinctive townscape. These may be of some local significance with
some positive recognisable structure; and

Low Quality:

Areas generally negative in character, degraded and in poor condition.
No distinctive positive characteristics and with little or no structure.
Scope for positive enhancement.

As previously discussed, townscape sensitivity is influenced by a number of factors including
value, condition and the type of change brought about by the proposal.
In order to assist with bringing these factors together the following five-point scale has been
used.
Table 1.1 defines the criteria that have guided the judgement as to the Sensitivity of the
Townscape Resource.
Definition
Townscape Resource Sensitivity

Sensitivity
Townscape Resource Value

Exceptional quality, no or limited
potential for substitution. Key
elements / features well known to the
wider public.

Nationally/internationally
designated/valued townscapes, or
key elements or features of national
/ internationally designated.

Little or no tolerance to change.

Little or no tolerance to change.

Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment – The Goat SHD
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Strong / distinctive character; absence
of detractors.

Regionally / nationally designated /
valued townscapes.

Low tolerance to change.
Some distinctive characteristics; few
townscape detractors.

Low tolerance to change.
Locally / regionally designated /
valued townscapes.

Medium tolerance to change.
Absence of distinctive characteristics;
presence of townscape detractors.

Medium tolerance to change.
Undesignated townscape of low
quality.

High tolerance to change.
Absence of positive characteristics.
Significant presence of townscape
detractors.

High tolerance to change.
Undesignated townscape of very low
quality and condition.

High tolerance to change.

High tolerance to change.

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Table 1.1: Sensitivity of the Townscape Resource Criteria.

1.2.6

Magnitude of Townscape Impacts
Direct resource changes on the townscape character are brought about by the introduction of
the proposal and its impact on the key townscape characteristics. The categories and criteria
used are given in Table 1.2 below.

Definition
Total change to the key characteristics of the townscape character;
proposed development will introduce elements totally
uncharacteristic to the receiving townscape; and/or will result in a
substantial or total loss, alteration or addition of key
elements/features/characteristics.
Partial change in the key characteristics of townscape character;
proposed development will introduce elements partially
uncharacteristic to the receiving townscape; and/or will result in
partial
loss,
alteration
or
addition
of
key
elements/features/characteristics.
Small change to the key characteristics of the townscape character;
proposed development will introduce elements that are not
uncharacteristic of the receiving townscape; and/or will result in a
small
loss,
alteration
or
addition
of
elements/features/characteristics.
Very minor / discernible change to the key characteristics of the
townscape character; proposed development will result in a
discernible alteration to the townscape character through the
addition of elements or features present in the existing pattern of the
baseline.
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The proposals will not cause any change to the townscape character/
elements/ features/ characteristics.

Negligible

Table 1.2 – Magnitude of Townscape Effect.

1.2.7

Visual Impact Assessment
The assessment of effects on views is an assessment of how the introduction of the proposed
development will affect views within the townscape. Assessment of visual effects therefore
needs to consider:
•

Direct impacts of the proposed development upon views through intrusion or
obstruction;

•

The reaction of viewers who may be affected, e. g. residents, walkers, road users; and

•

The overall impact on visual amenity.

In selecting the viewpoints, reference has been made to the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County
Development Plan 2016 – 2022.
Consideration has been given to those viewpoints included within the assessment of impacts.
All viewpoints have been located within the public domain and are representative of views
available from main thoroughfares and pedestrian areas within the vicinity of the proposed
development.
1.2.8

Photomontages
This Report should be read in conjunction with The Goat Site Photomontages document, dated
25 February 2021 and prepared by Redline Studios.
The viewpoints contained within that Photomontages document form the basis of the content
of the assessments provided in Section 2.0 and Section 3.0 of this Report.
For the Tripartite Meeting with An Bord Pleanála and Dún Laoghaire–Rathdown County
Council, some 16 No. views were chosen.
Three additional views were taken in response to the Board’s Opinion of July 2020.
Images representing views available from the public realm at each of the selected viewpoints
have been captured using a digital SLR camera, in combination with either a 50mm or 24mm
fixed focal length lens, mounted on a tripod for horizontal alignment.
Generally, the horizontal angle of view represented within photomontages accompanying this
TVIA is 39 degrees and has been taken with a 50mm fixed focus lens. Where the viewpoint is
closer to the proposed development site, a 50mm lens does not show the proposals
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sufficiently in context and in such cases a wider angled lens (24mm fixed focus) has been used,
giving a horizontal angle of view of 73 degrees.
For each of the viewpoints a record is taken of the light, visibility conditions, camera height
above ground, time of day, viewpoint coordinates and the bearing of each view towards the
proposed development site.
A highly accurate 3D computer model of the proposed development is created directly from
the architect’s drawings. All materials and finishes are modelled as realistically as possible.
Rendering is the process by which the computer generates realistic images from the 3D model.
All of the information recorded at the time the site photos were taken, that is, camera coordinates, angle of view, and direction of view, is used to generate matching renders for each
view. Careful consideration is given to the direction of sunlight, time of day, weather
conditions and distance of viewer, so that photomontages will match reality in terms of
lighting, sharpness, density of colour etc.
At this stage the rendered image of the proposed development is superimposed onto its
matching photograph. The mathematical accuracy is then double checked and verified by
ensuring that existing prominent features which are also modelled line up exactly in the photo.
Next, Redline Studios (the photomontage specialist) 1 establishes, which existing features, such
as buildings and trees are in the foreground of the proposed development and those that are
in the background, i.e. which features will mask the development and which ones will appear
behind the development. When it is found that the development is not visible due to
foreground features, its outline is indicated with a red line.
The resulting photomontage having gone through this extensive procedure is an accurate and
verifiable representation of the proposed development as viewed from the viewpoint
positions.
Where the proposed development is not visible in the predicted view, a red line profile of the
proposed development has been provided which indicates its position within the view.
1.2.9

Visual Sensitivity
Visual sensitivity is defined with reference to the sensitivity of the viewpoint location and the
view available from that location. Other factors affecting visual sensitivity include:

1

•

The context of the viewpoint;

•

The type of view available, whether it is filtered, framed or open;

•

The number of viewers experiencing the view, whether this is Few, Moderate or
Many;

•

The occupation or activity of the receptor; and

•

The importance of the view.

Redline Studios, 80 Harcourt Street, Dublin 2, D02 F449.
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Although the interpretation of the viewer’s experience can have preferential and subjective
components, there is generally clear public agreement that the visual resources of certain
townscapes have a high visual quality.
Viewer sensitivity, as set out in Table 1.3, is a combination of the sensitivity of the human
receptor (for example resident, commuter, tourist, walker, recreationist or worker, and the
numbers of viewers affected) and viewpoint type or location (for example house, workplace,
leisure venue, local beauty spot, scenic viewpoint, commuter route, tourist route or walkers’
route).
Definition

Sensitivity

Visual resource sensitivity
Views of remarkable quality, of and
within international designations or
key features or elements of nationally
designated townscapes that are well
known to the wider public.
Little or no tolerance to change.
Views from residential property,
public rights of way, National Trails,
long distance walking routes and
nationally designated townscapes
with public access.
Low tolerance to change.
Views from local roads and routes
crossing designated townscapes and
'access land' as well as promoted
paths.
Medium tolerance to change.
Views from work places, main roads
and undesignated townscape
features.
High tolerance to change.

Visual Receptor sensitivity
Observers, drawn to a particular
view, including those who have
travelled to experience the views.
Little or no tolerance to change

Observers enjoying views from their
homes or pursuing quiet outdoor
recreation are more sensitive to
visual change.

Very High

High

Little tolerance to change
Observers enjoying views from
vehicles on quiet/ promoted routes
are moderately sensitive to visual
change.
Medium tolerance to change
Observers in vehicles or people
involved in frequent or infrequent
repeated activities are less sensitive
to visual change.

Views from within and of
undesignated townscapes with
significant presence of townscape
detractors.

High tolerance to change
Observers in vehicles or people
involved in frequent or frequently
repeated activities are less sensitive
to visual change.

High tolerance to change.

High tolerance to change

Medium

Low

Negligible

Table 1.3: Viewer Sensitivity.
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1.2.10 Magnitude of Visual Impacts
The magnitude of impact on the visual resource results from the scale of change in the view,
with respect to the loss or addition of features in the view, and changes in the view
composition.
Important factors to be considered include: proportion of the view occupied by the proposal,
distance and duration of the view. Other vertical features in the townscape and the backdrop
to the proposal will all influence resource change. Magnitude of visual impact is defined in
Table 1.4.
Definition
Complete or very substantial change in view, dominant, involving
complete or very substantial obstruction of existing view or complete
change in character and composition of baseline, e.g., through
removal of key elements
Moderate change in view: which may involve partial obstruction of
existing view or partial change in character and composition of
baseline, i.e., pre-development view through the introduction of new
elements or removal of existing elements. Change may be
prominent, but would not substantially alter scale and character of
the surroundings and the wider setting. Composition of the view
would alter. View character may be partially changed through the
introduction of features which, though uncharacteristic, may not
necessarily be visually discordant
Minor change in baseline, i.e. pre-development view - change would
be distinguishable from the surroundings whilst composition and
character would be similar to the pre-change circumstances.
Very slight change in baseline, i.e. pre-development view - change
barely distinguishable from the surroundings. Composition and
character of view substantially unaltered.
No alteration to the existing view

Sensitivity

Very High

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Table 1.4 – Magnitude of Visual Impact.

1.2.11 Significance of Effects
The purpose of this TVIA is to determine, in a transparent way, the likely significant townscape
and visual effects of the proposed development.
GLVIA3 states that:
“The Regulations require that a final judgment is made about whether or not each
effect is likely to be significant. There are no hard and fast rules about what effects
should be deemed ‘significant’ but ... should always distinguish clearly between
what are considered to be significant and non-significant effects”.
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Significance can only be defined in relation to each particular development and its specific
location. The relationship between receptors and effects is not typically a linear one. It is for
each TVIA to determine how judgements about receptors and effects should be combined to
derive significance and to explain how this conclusion has been arrived at. Consideration must
also be given as to whether the effect is positive (beneficial) or negative (adverse) in their
consequences for townscape or for views and visual amenity.
As a general guide it is considered that the following are likely to be considered effects of the
greatest significance:
•

Major loss or irreversible negative effects, over an extensive area, on elements and/or
aesthetic and perceptual aspects that are key to the character of nationally valued
townscape; or

•

Irreversible negative effects on people who are particularly sensitive to changes in
view, on recognised and important viewpoints or scenic routes, large-scale change
which introduces non-characteristic, discordant or intrusive elements into the view.

The identification of significant effects would not necessarily mean that the effect is
unacceptable in planning terms. What is important is that the likely effects are transparently
assessed and understood in order that the determining authority can bring a balanced, wellinformed judgement to bear when making the planning decision.
The significance of effects on townscape, views and visual amenity are evaluated according to
a six-point scale: Substantial, Major, Moderate, Minor, Negligible or None.
For those effects indicated as being Moderate to major the assessor will exercise professional
judgement in determining if the effect is considered significant.
For the purposes of this assessment those effects indicated as being of Substantial, Major to
Substantial are considered significant as per Table 1.5. Effects of ‘Moderate’ and lesser
significance have been identified in the assessment, but are not considered significant upon
the character and quality of the townscape and on views although they remain worthy of
consideration throughout the decision-making process.
Magnitude of
Impact
No Change
Negligible

Sensitivity
Negligible
None
Negligible

Small

Negligible to
Minor

Medium

Negligible to
Minor
Minor

Large

Low
None
Negligible to
Minor
Negligible to
Minor

Medium
None
Negligible to
Minor
Minor

High
None
Minor

Very High
None
Minor

Minor to
Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Minor to
Moderate

Moderate to
Major

Moderate to
Major
Major to
Substantial

Moderate
to
Major
Major to
Substantial
Substantial

Table 1.5 – Significance of Effect Matrix.
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A conclusion that an effect is 'significant' should not be taken to imply that the proposal is
unacceptable. Significance of effect needs to be considered with regard to the scale over
which it is experienced and whether it is beneficial, neutral or adverse.
1.3

Cumulative Impacts
The methodology for assessment of cumulative impacts has been derived from Guidelines for
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition (The Landscape Institute and Institute
of Environmental Management & Assessment, 2013) (GLVIA3).
The purpose of the Cumulative Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment (CTVIA) is to
consider the townscape and visual impacts of the proposed development when viewed in
context with othersimilar development.
Cumulative effects consist of direct effects on the physical character of the site containing the
development, and indirect, perceived effects on the character of areas from which the
developments would be visible. GLVIA3 identifies:
1. Cumulative effects as 'the additional changes caused by a proposed development in
conjunction with other similar developments or as the combined effect of a set of
developments, taken together' (SNH, 2012:4);
2. Cumulative townscape effects as effects that 'can impact on either the physical fabric
or character of the landscape, or any special value attached to it' (SNH, 2012:10);
3. Cumulative visual effects as effects that can be caused by combined visibility, which
'occurs when the observer is able to see two or more developments from one
viewpoint' and/or sequential effects which 'occur when the observer has to move to
another viewpoint to see different developments’ (SNH, 2012:11).
The significance of any identified cumulative townscape and visual effect has been assessed
as per the main TVIA methodology. These categories have been based on the same
combination of receptor sensitivity and predicted magnitude of impact in order to identify the
residual significance of effects.

1.3.1

Cumulative Baseline
At the time of this assessment, it was established that there were no developments located
within close proximity to the proposed development site, that could have the potential to
contribute to cumulative effects in combination with the proposed redevelopment of the
subject site.
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2.0

TOWNSCAPE IMPACT

2.1

Existing Environment

2.1.1

General Overview
The subject site is located at The Goat Bar and Grill, Lower Kilmacud Road, Goatstown, Dublin
14, D14 PY56. The subject site includes The Goat Bar & Grill, The Goat Centre, car parking and
a grassed area. It is principally bounded by Drummartin Road to the east, the residential
dwellings forming Drummartin Terrace to the south, residential dwellings at Birchfield Lawns
and Birchfield Park to the west/south-west, and by Taney Road to the north.

Figure 2.1: Aerial image of the subject site (approximately outlined in red) looking west. (Source: Bing; annotated
by TPA, 2021.)

The local architectural context is predominantly suburban residential development. The
surrounding area is characterised by low density, low-rise housing largely developed
throughout the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. The suburban residential estates including Birchfield,
Knocknashee, Farmhill and Taney comprise predominantly detached and semi-detached twostorey dwelling houses. Drummartin Terrace is an attractive collection of single storey
vernacular cottages.
Goatstown Crossroads is a key node within the area. However, it provides a relatively lowquality urban environment with through traffic taking precedence over the quality urban
realm and visual experience.
The subject site is a prominent corner site fronting onto Goatstown Crossroads. The existing
public house building comprises an "original" three bay two-storey vernacular structure and
multiple extensions of various archetypes extending primarily to the west of the site. The site
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also includes a two-storey building to the south of the site known as The Goat Centre. The
building has a pitched roof form with a painted render.
The Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012 describes the site, inter alia, as follows:
“The site of ‘The Goat’ Public House is a prominent corner site fronting onto Goatstown
Crossroads. The site, which is within Goatstown’s zoned neighbourhood centre, includes
a public house, retail services, large surface car park and a green field that is used
occasionally and intermittently to facilitate circus activity. In its current state, the site
is patently underutilised and presents an obvious opportunity to establish a distinctive
village centre.”
[Our emphasis.]
The site has not changed significantly in the interim.
2.1.2

Existing Townscape Character
The townscape immediately surrounding the proposed development site is largely dominated
by residential development. However, some commercial and educational developments also
exist. Townscape Character Areas (TCA) have been identified (see Figure 2.1 below) within
close proximity to the proposed development site based on scale and function:
•
•
•
•

Mixed Use;
Residential;
Education;
Leisure/Amenity

Figure 2.1: Townscape Character Areas. Individual sites may differ. This character assessment aggregates areas)
For example, the rear of The Goat site is zoned residential, but is shown her as part of the mixed use Townscape
Character Area. (Source: Tom Phillips + Associates, 2020.)
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Each Townscape Character Area is considered in turn below:
1. Mixed-Use Townscape Character Area
This TCA comprises the subject site - a mix of development uses, including retail, office and a
public house with development generally two to three storeys in height.
It is considered that this TCA has a low sensitivity to change, meaning that it has a high
tolerance to change.
2. Residential Townscape Character Area
This TCA dominates the area. Suburban residential estates including Birchfield, Knocknashee,
Farmhill and Taney form part of an established residential community. The residential
accommodation is primarily in the form of detached and semi-detached two-storey dwelling
houses.
It is considered that this TCA has a medium sensitivity to change, meaning that it has a medium
tolerance to change.
3. Education Townscape Character Area
This TCA relates to land and mixed built form associated with the Mount Anville Secondary
School. This TCA is generally bounded by Mount Anville Road to the north, Drummartin to the
west and residential developments to the south and to the east.
Development form is varied and includes a range of educational facilities housed in various
archetypes. This TCA comprises an urban campus and includes significant areas of open space
and playing pitches. It is largely screened from public roads, especially from Goatstown
crossroads.
It is considered that this TCA has a medium sensitivity to change, meaning that it has a medium
tolerance to change.
4. Leisure/Amenity Townscape Character Area
This TCA comprises Airfield Estate, a c. 15.37 hecatre working farm and visitor attraction
It is considered that this TCA has a medium sensitivity to change. However, it is located some
distance from the subject site with no visual connection and limited relationship between the
character areas.
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2.2

Development Plan
The proposed development site lies within the area covered by the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown
Development Plan 2016-2022. A review of the Development Plan has established that the
proposed development site is situated in an area identified as ‘Objective NC’, within which the
zoning objectives are ‘To protect, provide for and-or improve mixed-use neighbourhood centre
facilities.'
Part of the site is zoned Objective ‘A’, that is “to protect and/or improve residential amenity”.
The current version of the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown Draft Development Plan 2022-2028
retains that same zoning objectives for the subject site.
Surrounding Protected Structures
There are no protected structures in close proximity to the site.
The closest protected structures are located on Mount Anville Road:
1.

Saint Judes, Mount Anville Road, Dublin 14,D14 Y6C9; and

2.

Hollywood House, Mount Anville road, Dublin 14, D14 F2R2.

The above protected structures are c. 200 m from the subject site and have a limited physical
or visual relationship.
A review of the content of the Draft County Development Plan 2022-2028 notes that there are
a number of new protected structures in the wider area proposed for inclusion on the Record
of Protected Structures (RPS) – however, none those structures are located within 650m of
the subject site.
The closest proposed additions to the RPS are located at Nos. 1 and 2 Sydenham Place,
Kilmacud Road Upper, Dublin 14, (Eircodes D14 R9K2; and D14 E0C3, respectively.)
2.3

Description of the Proposed Development
The proposed Strategic Housing Development will consist of:
1. Demolition of an existing commercial block on the site known as The Goat Centre and the
removal of a number of extensions that have been added to the existing Goat Public
House (total demolition c. 1,214 sq m);
2. Construction of a mixed use scheme comprising: 299 No. apartments (89 No. onebedroom apartments; 202 No. two-bedroom apartments; and 8 No. three-bedroom
apartments) arranged in 4 No. five to eight-storey blocks (identified as Buildings 1-4 on
the architects’ drawings) with a residential gross floor area of c. 29,122 sq m (including
residential amenity space of c. 251 sq m) over a basement and undercroft area (c. 13,569
sq m); a 22 No. bedroom hotel (c. 1,124 sq m); 6 No. retail units (c. 678.3 sq m); the
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change of use of the 2 No. existing cottages at Nos. 240 and 242 Lower Kilmacud Road (c.
105 sq m) to a childcare facility and construction of an extension to the rear (c. 277 sq
m);
3. Construction of an extension of c. 601.6 sq m to the existing public house (c. 573.7 sq m),
on an overall site of c. 1.87 ha. The total gross floor area of the proposal is c. 46,094.4 sq
m.
The development will also consist of the provision of: private open spaces (including balconies
/ terraces on all elevations), communal and public open space areas (including a civic space, a
communal courtyard and play areas); residents’ storage facilities; waste storage facilities;
vehicular and pedestrian access / egress and associated circulation routes; a cycle lane from
Lower Kilmacud Road to Taney Road; a loading bay at Taney Road; a drop-off zone at Lower
Kilmacud Road; undercroft and basement car parking (475 No. spaces); resident, visitor and
commercial cycle parking (610 No. spaces); an ESB substation and switchroom; lighting;
signage; all hard and soft landscaping; boundary treatments, and all other associated site
excavation, infrastructural and site development works above and below ground.
Massing Concept
The buildings within the development have been given careful consideration in terms of their
site planning and the arrangement of apartments in each building in order to maximise the
number of dual aspect apartments, which in turn has a positive impact for natural daylighting
and ventilation.
Materiality and Expression
With regard to materiality and expression, Section 12 of the Architects Design Appraisal,
prepared by Reddy Architecture + Urbanism states, inter alia:
“Façade detailing is enriched using a number of repeating elements. Brick is the primary
façade material and careful thought has been given to the amount of brick and its
detailing to avoid monotonous blank areas of façade.
Within individual portions of the overall facades brick piers provide a vertical emphasis
with punched window openings, sized appropriately to achieve good levels of
daylighting inside apartments, within areas of recessed brick detailing.
Subtle variations in the brick detailing add variety to the facades on typical floor levels.
Balconies are detailed as either cantilevering from the building or framed by brick piers
where more depth to facades and vertical emphasis is required.
Balconies will be PPC steel (where steel structure is visible) with glass panelled
balustrades support within metal frames. Where balcony dividing screens or wind
protection screens are required this also will be glass and translucent at locations where
privacy is required.
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The top floors of each building are clad in a curtain walling type system as a contrast to
the lower brick levels. The fully glazed facades at this level will have a combination of
clear glass and back painted glass panels.”

2.3.1

Description of the Sources of Impact
The extent to which the proposed development has the potential to appear intrusive and
hence, detrimental to the townscape character is limited by several factors. The development
form, is visually contained by surrounding built form, restricting visibility to those localised
areas which have an unrestricted view towards the development.
Significant effects upon townscape character are expected to be restricted to the immediate
vicinity of the site boundaries due to the enclosing nature of the urban form and landscape
elements surrounding the site.
It is considered that the principal sources of impact during the construction phase of the
proposed development include:
•

Demolition of existing buildings;

•

Site preparation works, excavations and operations;

•

Site infrastructure and vehicular access;

•

Increased vehicular movements – construction / delivery vehicles;

•

Dust and other emissions;

•

Temporary site hoardings, site lighting and accommodation and welfare units; and

•

Temporary scaffolding and associated infrastructure (catch nets / decks and cranes).

It is considered that the above are temporary in nature and duration and will be limited to
areas within the site boundary and immediately adjacent areas. It is considered that the
principal sources of impact during the operational phase of the proposed development is the
final built form as illustrated in the photomontages.
2.4

Effects upon Townscape Character
Mixed-Use Townscape Character Area
The proposed development is wholly located within the Mixed-Use TCA and is considered to
have a direct, positive effect upon the TCA. Existing features within the site boundary will be
replaced by more modern, contemporary built form along with a high-quality public realm
space.
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Overall, it is considered that direct effects upon the TCA are positive in nature as poor built
form is to be replaced with a more contemporary, modern built form in keeping with newer
built form within the TCA.
The TCA is considered to have a low sensitivity to change.
The predicted magnitude of impact during the construction phase is considered to be large
and direct.
The predicted magnitude of impact during the operational phase is considered to be direct
and large.
The magnitude of impact during the construction and operational phases is medium.
There are predicted to be moderate, adverse direct effects upon the development site itself
during the construction phase, which are considered to be temporary in duration.
There are predicted to be moderate to major, positive, direct effects upon the development
site itself during the operational phase.
Residential Townscape Character Area
The proposed development is not located within this TCA. Predicted effects are considered to
be indirect.
It is considered that predicted indirect effects associated with the construction and
operational phases of the proposed development are limited to portions of the TCA adjacent
to the proposed development site.
The TCA is considered to have a medium sensitivity to change.
The predicted magnitude of impact during the construction phase is considered to be medium,
temporary and indirect, to portions of the TCA adjacent to the proposed development site.
The predicted magnitude of impact during the operational phase is considered to be indirect
and medium, limited to portions of the TCA adjacent to the proposed development site, where
the change is more pronounced and evident.
The wider townscape resource has the ability to absorb a development of this scale and it is
considered that the magnitude of townscape impact during the construction and operational
phases is negligible for remaining portions of the TCA.
Education Townscape Character Area
The proposed development is not located within this TCA and predicted effects are considered
to be indirect only.
It is considered that predicted indirect effects associated with the construction and
operational phases of the proposed development are limited to western portions of the TCA
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that lie close to the proposed development site, along Drummartin Road. Effects are localised
due to the significant screening provided by mature vegetation present.
The TCA is considered to have a medium sensitivity to change.
The predicted magnitude of impact during the construction phase is considered to be medium,
temporary and indirect, limited to those portions of the TCA adjacent to the development site
boundary.
The predicted magnitude of impact during the operational phase is considered to be indirect
and medium, limited to those portions of the TA adjacent to the development site boundary.
The wider townscape resource has the ability to absorb a development of this scale and it is
considered that the magnitude of townscape impact during the construction and operational
phases is negligible for remaining portions of the TCA.
There are predicted to be moderate, adverse, temporary, indirect effects upon portions of the
TCA adjacent to the proposed development site only during the construction phase.
There are predicted to be moderate, positive, indirect effects upon portions of the TCA
adjacent to the proposed development site, with remaining portions predicted to experience
localised, negligible to minor indirect effects during the operational phase.
Leisure/Amenity Townscape Character Area
The proposed development site is not located within this TCA and it is considered that
predicted effects would be indirect only.
This TCA is physically and visually separated by intervening built form, which is considered to
negate indirect effects upon the TCA.
The predicted magnitude of impact during the construction and operational phases is
considered to be no change.
The predicted significance of effect on this TCA is none.
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3.0

VISUAL IMPACT – WITH REFERENCE TO REDLINE STUDIOS PHOTOMONTAGES DOCUMENT
DATED 25 FEBRUARY 2021

3.1

Viewpoint 1: Mount Anville Road close to the junction with Goatstown Road
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at the western end of Mount Anville Road close to the junction with
Goatstown Road. The viewpoint is located approximately 50m east of the eastern boundary
of the proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is fully visible from this location within the central portion of
the view, its eastern façade forming a visual and physical edge to Goatstown Road. The
building occupied by Classic Window Replacements and the Circle K Filling Station are visible
to the right of the image. Much of the foreground of the image is occupied by road
infrastructure and associated vehicular traffic.

Figure 3.1: Existing view at Viewpoint 01. (Source: ‘Existing 01’, The Goat Site Photomontages, prepared by
Redline Studios.)
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Figure 3.2: Proposed winter view at Viewpoint 01. (Source: ‘Winter Proposed 01’, The Goat Site Photomontages,
prepared by Redline Studios.)

Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be visible within the view from this location. However, such activities are
considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposal appears in the centre of this view.
The proposed development forms a modern, contemporary elevation, contrasting but also
harmonising with the existing Goat Bar and Grill. The upper part of the proposed building is
significantly set back from the streetfront and appears as a lighter element due to its design
and materiality.
Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be small and adverse.
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The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be large and
positive.
Significance of Effect:
Minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Moderate to major, positive effect during the operational phase of the proposed
development.
3.2

Viewpoint 2: Mount Anville Road at the Entrance to Mount Anville Secondary School
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located on Mount Anville Road at the entrance to Mount Anville Secondary
School. The viewpoint is located approximately 385m east of the eastern boundary of the
proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill Building is partly visible from this location. The view of the
building is framed by vegetation and buildings along Mount Anville Road. The building appears
at the end the Mount Anville Road.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be low.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be partly visible within the view from this location. However, such activities are
considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposed development is partly visible from this location with part of its front façade
appearing behind the retained element of The Goat Bar and Grill building.
Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be small and adverse.
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The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be medium and
neutral.
Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Minor, neutral effect during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.3

Viewpoint 3: Drummartin Road
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located on Drummartin Road. The viewpoint is located approximately 125m
south-east of the southern boundary of the proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is partly visible from this location, but it is largely screened from
view by vegetation located along Drummartin Road.
Notably, there are no leaves on most of the trees at the time the photo was taken. Therefore,
in our opinion, it represents a worst-case scenario as additional screening is provided by tree
foliage when trees come into leaf.)
The Redline Studios Photomontages document also includes summer viewpoints, as
requested by the Board.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be partly visible within the view from this location. However, such activities, are
considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposed development is partly visible from this location with part of its southern façades
and part of the rear block(s) partly appearing through the vegetation on Drummartin Road.
The effective use of materials serves to ensure that the upper levels of the structure(s) are
subservient and appear ‘lighter’.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be medium and adverse.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be medium and
neutral.
Significance of Effect:
Moderate, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Moderate, neutral effect during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.4

Viewpoint 4: Drummartin Road (Lower Kilmacud Road Junction)
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located on Drummartin Road at its junction with Lower Kilmacud Road. The
viewpoint is located approximately 420m south-east of the southern boundary of the
proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is not visible from this location, screened housing and
vegetation.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be low.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will not be visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a narrow portion of the view, above
intervening housing and vegetation. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary
effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
No portion of the proposed development will be visible in views from this location due to
intervening built form and vegetation.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be no change.
Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
None during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.5

Viewpoint 5: Knocknashee
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at an internal road within the Knocknashee estate in Dublin 14.
More specifically, the viewpoint is located south-east of No. 53 Knocknashee, Dublin 14
looking north-west. The viewpoint is located approximately 120m south-east of the southern
boundary of the proposed development site.
The subject site and the existing development are not visible from this location, screened
housing and other vegetation.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be high.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will not be visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a narrow portion of the view, above
intervening housing and vegetation. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary
effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
No portion of the proposed development will be visible in views from this location due to
intervening built form and vegetation.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be no change.
Significance of Effect:
Minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
None during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.6

Viewpoint 6: Birchfield Lawn
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at Birchfield Lawn (a cul-de-sac within a residential estate). The
viewpoint is located approximately 40m south-west of the western boundary of the proposed
development site.
It should be noted that while the photograph is taken from the point where Birchfield Park
meets Birchfield Lawn, the properties shown in Viewpoint 6 are located on Birchfield Lawn
The subject site and the existing development are not visible from this location, being largely
screened housing and vegetation.
(See also Section 3.17 above for Viewpoint 17.)
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Figure 3.3: Existing view at Viewpoint 06. (Source: ‘Existing 06’, The Goat Site Photomontages, prepared by
Redline Studios.)

Figure 3.4: Proposed winter view at Viewpoint 06. (Source: ‘Winter Proposed 06’, The Goat Site Photomontages,
prepared by Redline Studios.)
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Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be high.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be visible within the view from this location. However, such activities are
considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposed building is visible above and behind the existing houses on Birchfield Park.
Although taller than the existing residential buildings, the effective use of materials serves to
ensure that the upper levels of the structures are subservient and appear ‘lighter’.
Moreover, the upper levels of the proposed buildings are significantly setback from the
boundary providing visual relief. The scale and massing of the proposal are also offset by the
reflective qualities of the facade materials and the lightness it conveys.
Reddy Architecture + Urbanism have undertaken studies of the interface of the proposed
development and the existing houses of Birchfield Lawn. Some of these studies are
reproduced in Figures 3.5 to 3.7 below.

Figure 3.5: Sections showing separation distances between the proposed development and Birchfield Lawn.
(Source: Page 10 of Architects Design Appraisal, prepared by Reddy Architecture + Urbanism.)
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Figure 3.6: Sectional perspective view across the western boundary with Birchfield Lawn. (Source: Figure 11 of
Architects Design Appraisal, prepared by Reddy Architecture + Urbanism.)

Figure 3.7: View towards Birchfield Lawn from Block 1 Typical Third Floor balcony with 1.6m high translucent
balcony panel (Source: Figure 17 of Architects Design Appraisal, prepared by Reddy Architecture + Urbanism.)

Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be large and adverse.
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The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be large and
positive.
Significance of Effect:
Major to substantial, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Major to substantial, positive effect during the operational phase of the proposed
development.
3.7

Viewpoint 7: Birch's Lane at its junction with Birchfield Avenue
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at Birch's Lane at its junction with Birchfield Avenue. The viewpoint
is located approximately 210m south-west of the western boundary of the proposed
development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is not visible from this location, screened housing and
vegetation.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will not be visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a narrow portion of the view, above
intervening housing and vegetation. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary
effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
No portion of the proposed development will be visible in views from this location due to
intervening built form and vegetation.
Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible.
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The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be no change.
Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
None during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.8

Viewpoint 8: Birch's Lane at its junction with Kilmacud Road Upper
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at Birch's Lane at its junction with Kilmacud Road Upper. The
viewpoint is located approximately 340m south-west of the south western boundary of the
proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is not visible from this location, screened housing and
vegetation.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will not be visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a narrow portion of the view, above
intervening housing and vegetation. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary
effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
No portion of the proposed development will be visible in views from this location due to
intervening built form and vegetation.
Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be no change.
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Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
None during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.9

Viewpoint 9: Taney Road close to its junction with Stoney Road
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located on Taney Road close to its junction with Stoney Road. The viewpoint
is located approximately 380m west of the south-western boundary of the proposed
development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is not visible from this location, screened housing and
vegetation.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance may be visible within the view from this location. However, such activities are
considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the overall view, with intervening
vegetation largely screening the proposal from view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposed development is largely screened from view from this location with only a small
portion of the upper levels being visible. That portion is not easily discernible due to
intervening built form and vegetation. The effective use of materials serves to ensure that the
upper levels of the structures appear ‘lighter’ thus lessening their visual impact.
Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be small and adverse.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be small and
neutral.
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Significance of Effect:
Minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Minor, neutral, effect during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.10

Viewpoint 10: Taney Road (outside No. 74 Taney Road) close to its junction with Birch's Lane
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at Taney Road (outside No. 74 Taney Road) close to its junction with
Birch's Lane. The viewpoint is located approximately 170m west of the western boundary of
the proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill does not appear to be visible from this location as it is screened
from view by vegetation located along Taney Road.
Notably, there are no leaves on most of the trees at the time the photo was taken. Therefore,
in our opinion, it represents a worst-case scenario as additional screening is provided by tree
foliage when trees come into leaf, as illustrated by the summer view equivalent.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance may be partly visible within the view from this location. However, such activities are
considered to be ashort term, temporary effect within the overall view, with intervening
vegetation largely screening same.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposed development is largely screened from view from this location with only a very
small portion being visible. That portion is not easily discernible due to intervening vegetation.
Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible and adverse.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be negligible
and neutral.
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Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Negligible to minor, neutral effect during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.11

Viewpoint 11: Taney Road (just south of No. 84 Taney Road)
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located on Taney Road, specifically on the footpath just south of No. 84 Taney
Road. The viewpoint is located approximately 90m west of the western boundary of the
proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill building is partly visible from this location. However, it is largely
screened by trees and other vegetation.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be partially visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a portion of the view, above
intervening vegetation. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary effect
within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposal appears in the centre of this view, partially screened by intervening vegetation.
The proposed development forms a modern, contemporary elevation to Taney Road. The
upper part of the proposed development is visible from this view point. However, the
building(s) is significantly set back from the street front and appears as a lighter element due
to its design and materiality. The lightness of the proposed structure ensures that visual
impact of upper levels is greatly reduced.
Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be medium and adverse.
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The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be medium and
positive.
Significance of Effect:
Moderate, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Moderate, positive effect during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.12

Viewpoint 12: Taney Road (close to Taney Lodge)
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located on Taney Road close to Taney Lodge but on at the footpath on the
northern side of the Road. The viewpoint is located approximately 20m west of the western
boundary of the proposed development site.
The subject site and the existing Goat Bar and Grill building are partly visible from this location,
partly screened by intervening vegetation and Taney Lodge.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be partly visible within the view from this location. However, such activities, are
considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the overall view
Predicted Effects during Operation:
No portion of the proposed development will be visible in views from this location due to
intervening built form associated with Block A Mercer House.
Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be large and adverse.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be large and
positive.
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Significance of Effect:
Moderate to major, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Moderate to major, positive effect during the operational phase of the proposed
development.
3.13

Viewpoint 13: Taney Road at its junction with Taney Grove
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at Taney Road at its junction with Taney Grove. The viewpoint is
located approximately 15m north of the northern boundary of the proposed development
site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is fully visible from this location within the central portion of
the view. The Circle K Filling Station is partially visible to the left of the image.
The Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012 identifies that site as the “Topaz Garage and Adjoining
Retail Units”.
It states that:
“in its current arrangement and layout, the existed development patently fails to create
any form of coherent or attractive streetscape.”
[Page 27 of the Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012.]
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be visible within the view from this location. However, such activities are
considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposal appears in the centre of this view. The proposed development forms a modern,
contemporary elevation to Taney Road. The upper part of the proposed building is set back
from the street front and appears as a lighter element due to its design and materiality.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be large and adverse.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be large and
positive.
Significance of Effect:
Moderate to major, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Moderate to major, positive effect during the operational phase of the proposed
development.
3.14

Viewpoint 14: Goatstown Road at its junction with Hollywood Park
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at Goatstown Road at its junction with Hollywood Park. The viewpoint
is located approximately 155m north of the northern boundary of the proposed development
site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill building is partly visible from this location. However, it is
partially screened by house, trees and other vegetation.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be partially visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a portion of the view, as building
works progress. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the
overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposal appears in the centre of this view albeit partially screening by vegetation. It also
appears above the existing terrace of house on Goatstown Road to the right of the image. The
proposed development forms a modern, contemporary elevation to Taney Road. The upper
part of the proposed building appears as a lighter element due to its design and materiality.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be medium and adverse.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be medium and
neutral.
Significance of Effect:
Moderate, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Moderate, neutral effect during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.15

Viewpoint 15: Goatstown Road at its junction with Farmhill Park
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at Goatstown Road at its junction with Farmhill Park. The viewpoint
is located approximately 215m north of the northern boundary of the proposed development
site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill building is partly visible from this location. However, it is
partially screened by houses, trees and other vegetation.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will be partially visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a portion of the view, as building
works progress. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary effect within the
overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposal appears in the centre and to the left of this view albeit partially screening by
vegetation. It also appears above the exiting terraces of house on Goatstown Road to the right
of the image. The proposed development forms a modern, contemporary elevation to Taney
Road. The upper part of the proposed building appears as a lighter element due to its design
and materiality.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be medium and adverse.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be medium and
neutral.
Significance of Effect:
Moderate, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Moderate, neutral effect during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.16

Viewpoint 16: Taney Crescent at its junction with Taney Avenue
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at Taney Crescent at its junction with Taney Avenue. The viewpoint
is located approximately 115m north-west of the northern boundary of the proposed
development site.
The subject site and the existing development are not visible from this location, screened
housing.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be high.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will not be visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a narrow portion of the view, above
intervening housing and vegetation. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary
effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
A very small part of the proposed development will be visible in views from this location.
However, due to intervening built form it will barely be visible.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be negligible.
Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Negligible to minor, during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.17

Viewpoint 17: Birchfield Lawn
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at the residential cul de sac of Birchfield Lawn. The viewpoint is
located approximately 40m west of the western boundary of the proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is not visible from this location. The foreground of the image is
occupied by the residential buildings of Birchfield Lawn.
(See also Section 3.6 above for Viewpoint 06.)
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be high.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will not be visible within the view from this location.
Cranes associated with construction phase activities will become apparent within a narrow
portion of the view, above intervening housing and vegetation. However, this is considered to
be a short term, temporary effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
A very small part of the proposed development will be visible in views from this location.
However, due to intervening built form it will barely be visible.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be negligible.
Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Minor during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.18

Viewpoint 18: Drummartin Terrace at its southern extremity
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located at the end of Drummartin Terrace, where its cul-de-sac forms at a
right angle to the length of the main road. The viewpoint is located approximately 60m south
west of the southern boundary of the proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is not visible from this location, screened by housing and
vegetation, the latter primarily large evergreen trees.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be medium.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will not be visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a narrow portion of the view, above
intervening housing and vegetation. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary
effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
The proposed development will be partially visible in views from this location but is well
screening by intervening built form and vegetation.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be negligible
change.
Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
None during the operational phase of the proposed development.
3.19

Viewpoint 19: Drummartin Terrace
Viewpoint Description:
The viewpoint is located on the main stretch of Drummartin Terrace, with No. 32 prominent
in the foreground. The viewpoint is located approximately 55m south of the southern
boundary of the proposed development site.
The existing Goat Bar and Grill is not visible from this location. The foreground of the image is
occupied by the residences on the northern end of Drummartin Terrace and associated
vehicular traffic.
Viewpoint Sensitivity:
The viewer sensitivity is considered to be high.
Visual Effects during Construction:
Construction phase activities associated with the demolition of existing buildings and site
clearance will not be visible within the view from this location. Cranes associated with
construction phase activities will become apparent within a narrow portion of the view, above
intervening housing and vegetation. However, this is considered to be a short term, temporary
effect within the overall view.
Predicted Effects during Operation:
A very small element of the proposed development will be visible in views from this location.
However, due to intervening built form it will barely be visible.
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Magnitude of Impact:
The magnitude of visual impact during the construction phase of the proposed development
is considered to be negligible.
The magnitude of visual impact during the operational phase is considered to be negligible
(primarily due to the intervening band of trees.
Significance of Effect:
Negligible to minor, temporary, adverse effect during the construction phase of the proposed
development.
Negligible to minor, during the operational phase of the proposed development.
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4.0

CONCLUSION
It is proposed to redevelop ‘The Goat Site’ Lower Kilmacud Road, Goatstown, Dublin 14, D14
PY56 to provide a mixed-use development.
The subject site is a long-established commercial site identified for redevelopment in the
Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012 (extended until 2022).
In the intervening years, several documents have been issued that dictate a greater degree of
density and height of development than that required by the Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012.
Those documents include, inter alia, the:
1. Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments - Guidelines for
Planning Authorities (2018) (updated in December 2020) (referred to as the
Apartment Guidelines);
2. Urban Development and Building Heights - Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2018)
(referred to as the Building Height Guidelines);
3. Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Development Plan 2016-2022;
4. Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012 (extended until 2022);
5. Urban Design Manual: A Best Practice Guide (2009);
6. National Landscape Strategy 2015-2025; and
7. Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments (2015).
Clearly the proposed development represents change and is at a height, scale and density
greater than set out in the Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012. It represents a significant change
to the townscape and the relationship with adjacent residential areas such as Birchfield Lawn.
However, the site is identified as a key opportunity site in the Goatstown Local Area Plan 2012
and is proximate to three Luas stops, as well as being relatively close the Dundrum Town
Centre.
Reddy Architecture + Urbanism, together with other members of the Design Team, have
undertaken studies to illustrate how the scheme can be integrated with the receiving
environment and illustrating the site as a new civic focal point.
The proposal includes schematic studies of setbacks, gradation in heights ad other design tools
that complement this TVIA.
The proposed design is contemporary and will provide a new statement on the frontage to
the Goatstown Crossroads and Taney Road while respecting the scale of the surrounding uses.
The proposed building ranges in height from five to eight storeys, with the highest elements
set back from the street frontage. Its scale and massing are offset by the reflective qualities of
the facade materials and the lightness it conveys.
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The Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) associated with the proposed development is limited
due to the topography of the surrounding area and the presence of intervening built form and
vegetation. The photomontage views submitted as part of the Planning application show that
the potential impact of the proposed development on streetscapes and landscapes would be
minimal.
Signed:

______________________
Tom Phillips
Managing Director
Tom Phillips + Associates
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